Keane, Berbee and others have studied the question of which specifications (aka g-functions) admit a unique Gibbs measures. Bramson and Kalikow constructed the first example of a regular and continuous specification which admits multiple measures.
Introduction
For a finite set A, which we call alphabet, let P (A) be the set probability distributions on A. A specification is a measurable function from A N to P (A). This concept was first introduced by Keane in [7] under the name g-function. We focus on specifications that satisfy two conditions:
1. Regularity: A specification g is regular if there exists ̺ > 0 such that for every sequence {b n } n∈N and every a ∈ A we have that (g({b n }))(a) ≥ ̺.
Continuity with respect to product topology.
A Gibbs measure for a specification g is a probability measure µ on A Z such that 1. µ is shift invariant, and 2. for every f : A → R, E µ (f (x 0 )|x −1 , x −2 , . . .) = E g(x −1 ,x −2 ,...) (f ) a.s.
It is easy to show that every continuous specification has a Gibbs measure. For a specification g and a positive integer k, we define the variation of g at distance k to be
Clearly, continuity of g is equivalent to var k (g) → 0.
In recent years, an effort was made in order to find sufficient conditions, in terms of the behavior of {var k (g)} ∞ k=1 , for the uniqueness of the Gibbs measure for g. In [9] , Walters showed that if var(g) ∈ ℓ 1 , then the Gibbs measure is unique. Walters' work was sharpened by Berbee [2] , who showed uniqueness for the Gibbs measure if
var m (g) = ∞.
It was then believed that continuous and regular specifications admit a unique Gibbs measure. However, in [3] , Bramson and Kalikow constructed a beautiful example of a continuous and regular specification that admits multiple Gibbs measures. The variation of the function g in Bramson and Kalikow's construction is not in ℓ p for any p. In fact, for their function var k (g) ≥ C log k for some constant C and all k large enough. This gave rise to the following question: For which values of p does var(p) ∈ ℓ p imply uniqueness.
Berbee's work was further sharpened by Stenflo in [8] . However, the results of Berbee and Stenflo, while improving over Walters' result, are still in the realm of ℓ 1 . In [4, 5] Fernandez and Maillard proved a Dubroshin type uniqueness condition. This condition is incomparable with the variation conditions.
In [6] ,Öberg and Johansson showed that if g is regular and {var k (g)} ∞ k=1 is in ℓ 2 then g admits a unique Gibbs measure. Our main result is the following: Theorem 1. For every p > 2, there exists a regular specification g such that {var k (g)} ∈ ℓ p and g admits multiple Gibbs measures.
This shows that in terms of the power behavior of the variation, the result ofÖberg and
Johansson is tight.
In Section 2 we give a short outline of the construction and the proof, ignoring most details and technical difficulties. In Section 3 we construct the example, and in Section 4 we show that it admits multiple Gibbs measures.
Non-rigorous discussion
In this section we give an outline of the construction and of the proof that the example admits multiple Gibbs measures. The purpose of this section is to serve as an intuitive road map for the next two sections.
Construction
We will use the alphabet of size four A = {+1, −1} 2 . We want to define a regular continuous specification g(x, y) : A N → P (A). We want the second coordinate (y) to be i.i.d. with distribution (1/2,1/2). The choice of (x 0 , y 0 ) given
consists of four steps:
, so that y 0 = +1 with probability 0.5 and y 0 = −1 with probability 0.5.
Using the values of {y
choose a set of odd size S ⊂ −N.
4. Let z be the majority value of {x t : t ∈ S}. We take x 0 = z with probability 0.5 + υ and x 0 = −z with probability 0.5 − υ.
This method gives a g that is regular. In [3] , Bramson and Kalikow followed a similar procedure. They took the set S to be a random set which is chosen independent of the past, and chose a fixed value for υ. Our construction, though slightly more complicated, will be easier to analyze and gives sharper results.
The choice of S: The way to choose S is the following. The y sequence defines blocks in the following way: For every k, we define a marker I k which is a (predetermined) sequence of length exponential in k. A k block is the interval between two consecutive appearances of the marker I k in the sequence {y i }. We also define a sequence c k which is much smaller than the length of a typical k block. For a k block B = [a, b), we define its beginning to be the interval [a, min(b, a + c k )). We then define the opening of B as the set of points t that are in the beginning of B, and are also in the beginning of the j block containing t for every j < k (see Figure 1 ). Figure 1 : A block. The opening is marked in gray.
To choose the set S, we take k(0) to be the maximum value of k such that 0 is in the opening of its k block, and then choose S to be the opening of the k(0) + 1 block containing zero.
The choice of υ: First we choose two sequences β k and υ k , with d k much bigger than the expected value of a k + 1 block and υ k on the order of (
Why g is continuous
There are three important properties of the construction which are used to insure that the specification g is continuous. The first is the use of the opening of a block (and not the beginning of the block) to define the set S. We do this because the event that k(0) = k is determined by {y t : t is in the k + 1 block containing 0}.
This would not have been true if we had defined k(0) using the beginning (rather than opening) of a k block.
The second is setting υ = 0 if max{|s| : s ∈ S} > d k(0) . Combined with the previous paragraph this insures that the event that υ = υ k is determined by
The third property necessary for the continuity of g is that the sequence υ k ց 0. The possible values for υ are 0 and υ k for some k. Next we combine υ k ց 0 with the fact that υ = υ k is determined by the finite set in (2) for all k. This tells us that for every k we get the event that υ ∈ [0, υ k ) is determined by the finite set of y coordinates in (2) . This implies that g is continuous.
Multiple measures
To see that the function g admits multiple Gibbs measures, we introduce the following notation. We use B k (t) to denote the k block containing t, and we use C k (t) for the opening of B k (t). Choose an arbitrary t. Then, with high probability for all k large enough,
2. υ k is much bigger than
is not in the beginning of B k+1 (t).
This will be easy to check as 1, 2 and 3 above are determined by the sequence {y i }, which is an i.i.d. (0.5, 0.5) sequence. It causes no loss of generality to assume that with high probability this holds for all k. We call such a t that these three conditions hold for all k a beautiful point.
By X k (t) we denote the majority value of {x j } j∈C k (t) . The fact that |B k+1 (t)| is "close" to its expected value will imply that for every s ∈ C k (t), x s was chosen to be equal to X k+1 (t) with probability 0.5 + υ k . Then, since υ k is (much) bigger than
, we get that X k (t) = X k+1 (t) with high probability. (Note this is the condition that will imply that var(g) ∈ ℓ 2 .) In fact, for a beautiful point t we get that with high probability,
for every k.
Finally we need to note that for any t and t
for all k large enough. (See the Figure 2 below.) Thus there exist at least two invariant measures: one where x(t) = 1 for the majority of t which are beautiful points, and one where x(t) = −1 for the majority of t which are beautiful points. 
Construction
We will use the alphabet of size four A = {+1, −1} 2 . We want to define a regular continuous
We want the second coordinate (y) to be i.i.d. with distribution (1/2,1/2). We ensure this if for all x and y
First we pick y 0 . We writeȳ to represent y and y 0 . In order to determine the probability that x 0 = 1 we will need some preliminary work. We fix parameters α < 1 and a positive integer K. The function g will, in fact, be g (α,K) . When no confusion arises, we will omit the superscript (α, K).
We need some notation. We take ǫ = 1 − α. For every positive integer k, let I k be the sequence of length
such that the last element is −1 and all other elements are +1. We also define
and
Using the sequenceȳ, we choose some set S ∈ −N and a parameter υ, and we take x 0 to be the majority value of {x j |j ∈ S} with probability 0.5 + υ. The main tool that we will use for determining S and υ is the notion of a k block.
and finally, Definition 5. A k block inȳ is an interval that is either a complete k block or a left infinite k block or a partial k block.
Note that this definition is invariant under a shift ofȳ in the following sense: Given y and any integer t < 0 define
Note also that the length of a k block is likely to be close to β k , and that the number of k − 1 blocks inside a k block is likely to be close to ν k . A precise statement of these claims will be used extensively in the next section.
Next we label all of the k blocks. Given a sequenceȳ and a positive integer k we will define B k,i = B k,i (ȳ) to be the i-th k block inȳ. More precisely we define a k,i = a k,i (ȳ) and
These sequences can be either finite or infinite. Then we define
Given y and k > K define N k (ȳ) to be the number of k−1 blocks in the k block containing 0. More precisely, we take N k (ȳ) to be so that
or N k = ∞ if (5) has no solution. We also set N K (ȳ) = |a K,1 (ȳ)|.
Definition 6. We say that the beginning of a
O(B)
Definition 7. The opening C(B) of a k block B is the set of points t ∈ B such that 1. t is in the beginning of its j-block for every K ≤ j ≤ k.
If a j (t)
is the smallest element in the j-block containing t, then j − a j (t) < β j+1 for all
We also define C k to be the union of C(B) over all k blocks B. Note that if t ∈ C k then t ∈ C j for all j < k.
The event that 0 ∈ C k is determined byȳ i , i ∈ [−β k+1 , 0]. This fact will be used to show that our specification is continuous and to show how quickly var k (g) approaches 0.
Define k 0 to be the highest value such that 0 ∈ C k 0 . If there is no such value then we take k 0 = K − 1. If 0 ∈ C k for every k then we take k 0 = ∞.
We now define the set S to be the following set: If k 0 = ∞ then S is the empty set.
Otherwise, we take
We also need to choose the value of υ. If min(S) < −β k 0 +2 then we take υ = 0, i.e. we disregard the values in S. Otherwise, we take
where, again, ǫ = 1 − α.
Now we take
where sign(x) is the function that takes on values +1, -1, or 0 depending on whether x is positive, negative or 0.
Thus we have defined our specification g by the coordinate functions g (1,1) (x, y) = .5g 1 (x, y, 1),
We leave it to the reader to check the following lemma which says that g is symmetric in the x coordinate.
Lemma 1.
For all x, y ∈ {1, −1} −N and a, b ∈ {1, −1}
Lemma 2. The specification g is regular and continuous. Moreover the sequence var j (g) ∈ l p for all
Note that as α approaches 1, the bound in (8) goes to 2.
Proof. Let k > K. We want to estimate var j (g) for β k < j ≤ β k+1 .
Let {x
i } i∈−N and {x
i } i∈−N be such that x (2) ) and g 1 depends only on l, {x
If, on the other hand, k 0 (ȳ (1) ) ≥ k − 1, then k 0 (ȳ (2) ) ≥ k − 1 as well and therefore
k−1 (again, ǫ = 1 − α). The lemma now follows from (3).
The goal of the next section is to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 8. For every α < 1 there exists K 0 such that for every K > K 0 , the specification g (α,K) admits multiple measures.
Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Proposition 8 and Lemma 2.
Multiple measures
In this section we prove Proposition 8. Assume that µ is a stationary and ergodic measure on {(±1, ±1)} Z which is a Gibbs measure for g.
Note that in the definitions of complete blocks and of left infinite blocks (Definitions 2 and 3 of Page 6) there was no requirement that a and b be negative. We add a definition of a right infinite block as follows:
. . ,ȳ c ) = I k and now we define Definition 10. A proper k block is a complete k block, a left infinite k block or a right infinite k block.
Remark:
The term k block of Section 3 will not be used anymore. Therefore from now and on we will use the term block when in fact we mean proper block. This is a natural abuse of notation that results from the fact that we now speak about objects taking places in
In the same spirit, x and y will now denote two-sided sequences.
In 
Good blocks
In this subsection we define the notions of a good block and a very good block. A good block is a block whose length is close to its expected length, and a very good block is a good block with the additional requirement that the size of its opening is close enough to its expected value. The closeness of these statistics to their averages suggests that (very) good blocks are typical. Our aim in this subsection is to show that a typical block is very good with very high probability. In the next subsections we show that very good blocks exhibit behavior that yields multiple Gibbs measures.
Let 0 < ρ <
Definition 11. Let k ≥ K. We say that a k block B = [a, b) is good if The block's length is close to its expected value, or, quantitatively
Definition 12. A k block B is very good if B is good and |C(B)| > β
The rest of the subsection will be devoted to proving the following proposition:
Proposition 13. Let K be large enough, and choose k ≥ K. Let B = [a, b) be the k block containing 0. Then B is very good with probability bigger than 1 − 2 −k+2 .
Lemma 3. Let B k = [a k , b k ) be the k block containing 0. For every big enough k the probability that B k is good is at least 1 − 2 −k .
Proof of Lemma 3. It is enough to show that
To see (9) and (10) we remember that the expected value of the number of appearances of the I k in an interval of length β
k , and this is smaller than 2 −k−3 for k big enough.
(9) and (10) then follow by Markov's inequality.
To see (11) and (12) we partition Z into intervals of length ℓ k . The event in (11) occurs only if the y-picture in none of the intervals
exhibits the string I k . But this has probability
for k large enough. (12) follows the exact same calculation.
We now want to discuss the hierarchical structure of good blocks, namely to see to how many sub-blocks of good blocks are good themselves. Instead of conditioning on B being a good block, we will condition on B having a particular length. Working this way, it is much easier to iterate the lemma and thus get a complete hierarchical structure. Proof. We implicitly condition on the event
Then, the event G that B is a good block is merely that it is a block, i.e. that for no a < c < b,
The event in part 1 is contained in the event M that I k−1 appears at least ν α k times in [a, a + ν α+ρ k ). Let H be the event that appears in part 2 and let L be the event that
Note that given L, H and M are independent of G. Also, the distribution of {y i : i = a + 1, ..., a + ν α+ρ k } given L is in total variation distance no more than 2(1 − P(L)) from the i.i.d. distribution. Therefore it is enough to show that be the k block containing 0. Then conditioned on the event that |B| = ℓ, the block B is very good with probability bigger than 1 − 2 −k+1 .
Proof. This is done by induction on k. For k = K this follows immediately from the definitions. Assume that the statement of the lemma holds for k − 1. By Lemma 4, with probability at least 1 − 2 −k at least half of the k − 1 blocks in the beginning of B are good.
We name these good blocks B ν α k be these blocks. Conditioned on the event described above,
Proposition 13 follows immediately from Lemma 3 and Lemma 5.
Beautiful points
In this subsection we define the notion of a beautiful point. Again, a beautiful point is very typical, and our goal will be to show that most points are beautiful. For a point t ∈ Z, we use B k (t) to denote the k block containing t.
Definition 14. We say that a point t ∈ Z is k beautiful if for every j ≥ k, In this subsection we state two easy lemmas:
Lemma 6. If t and s belong to the same k block, and t is k + 1 beautiful, then s is also k + 1 beautiful.
Lemma 7. If K is big enough, then for every point t and every k > K, the probability that t is k beautiful is at least 1 − 2 −k+1 . In particular, a.s. for every t there existsk(t) such that t is k beautiful for every k >k(t).
Lemma 6 follows immediately from Definition 14.
Proof of Lemma 7. Since the system is shift invariant, it is enough to show it for t = 0. Let K be large enough for proposition 13. We also take K to be so large that for every j > K,
and we also assume that K > 100. Then, for j ≥ k, the probability that the j block containing 0 is very good is exceeding 1 − 2 −j−2 . Therefore, by the union bound, part 1 of Definition 14 holds for j ≥ k with probability bigger than
To show that part 2 of the same definition holds with high probability, let j ≥ k. Let which is smaller that 2 −j by the choice of K. Summing up this probability for all j ≥ k we get that the probability that 0 is k beautiful is at least 1 − 2 −k+1 . The "in particular" part of the lemma follows by Borel-Cantelli.
Proof of proposition 8
In the previous subsections we only discussed the structure induced by the y values. In this subsection we will shed some light on the structure of the x values. For a k block B, we define the signature of B to be
where
Note that since C ′ (B) is always odd, X(B) can only be +1 or −1. We assume that µ is an ergodic Gibbs measure for g.
Lemma 8. Let t ∈ Z, and let B k (t) be the k block containing t. Then, µ a.s. there exists
Proof. Letk =k(t) be such that t isk + 1 beautiful.k exists almost surely thanks to Lemma 7.
Using the facts that B k (t) is very good for every k >k, and that µ is a Gibbs measure with respect to g, and using (6) in the definition of g, we get that for every s in C ′ (B k (t)),
The values of x s : s ∈ C ′ (B k (t)) are independent given X(B k+1 (t)). Also, B k (t) is very good and therefore, |C Remembering that β k is super-exponential in k, we get that
for all k large enough. By (16) and Borel-Cantelli, there are only finitely many values of k such that X(B k (t)) = X(B k+1 (t)). Taking k ′ larger than all of those values, the lemma follows.
For t ∈ Z, let X(t) = lim k→∞ X (B k (t)) .
The limit exists almost surely by Lemma 8, and is always +1 or −1.
Lemma 9. For every t and s, X(t) = X(s).
Proof. For every t and s there exists J t,s such that B k (t) = B k (s) for every k > J t,s . Therefore X(t) = X(s) (See Figure 2 at page 6).
Therefore X(0) is shift invariant. Since µ is ergodic, X(0) is a µ almost sure constant, which we denote by X(µ).
We are now ready to prove Proposition 8:
Proof of Proposition 8. We assume that µ is a stationary and ergodic Gibbs measure for g.
Letμ
(A) = µ({(x, y) : (−x, y) ∈ A}).
Then, by Lemma 1μ is also a Gibbs measure for g.
On the other hand, X(μ) = −X(µ) = X(µ), and therefore µ =μ.
An open problem
Our construction is not monotone -by changing a y value from a −1 to a +1 we may change the set S at which we look, and then reduce the probability that the function outputs +1 at the x coordinate. The construction of Bramson and Kalikow, on the other hand, is monotone.
Therefore we ask the following question:
Is there a value of p and a continuous monotone regular specification g such that var(g) ∈ ℓ p and g admits multiple Gibbs measures?
